Extraordinary electromagnetic behaviour, such as negative refractive index, can be produced in metamaterial composites. A number of impressive specimens have been produced to date, though they typically rely on conductor inclusions with intricate topologies, or dielectric inclusions with very high permittivity. We show that by designing the composite on two different length scales, we are able to bring about metamaterial behaviour using quite simple constituent materials and topologies. One scale is analyzed in the long wavelength limit, where metallic (or otherwise conducting) nanoparticles are mixed into a common dielectric phase, producing material with a high, and tunable, permittivity. This material is then used as the inclusion in the larger scale, where the high permittivity produces electric and magnetic Mie resonances, leading to a negative refractive index of the composite as a whole.
Introduction to Negative Index Metamaterials
Metamaterials are those composites which possess supernatural material properties. To date, metamaterials have been produced with such remarkable properties as negative Poisson's ratio [1] , negative thermal expansion coefficient [2] and negative refractive index [3] .
Negative refractive index (NRI) material has become a particularly salient research topic, as it can lead to the realization of a number of inspiring devices such as the invisibility cloak [4] (Fig. 2 ), light trap [5] and superlens [6] . The refractive index can become negative when at either of the material parameters (electric permittivity) or µ * Corresponding author: scott.townsend@sydney.edu.au (a) (b) Figure 1 : (a) Two sets of high-permittivity spheres are produced from a dielectric-conducting nanoparticle mixture; the permittivity value can be tuned by varying the volume fraction (and topology) of the nanoparticles (b) The spheres are dispersed in a host medium to create a slab of metamaterial which can possess a double-negative refractive index.
(magnetic permeability) is less than zero. In fact, double-negative refractive index (DNRI) is preferred (achieved when both and µ are < 0), since it allows for the design of matched and/or low-loss media [7] . A number of methods aimed at achieving DNRI behaviour have been proposed to date. All methods rely on creating a composite by dispersing inclusions into a host media; electric and magnetic resonances are simultaneously induced in the composite via judicious choice of the inclusion structure.
A lot of early research effort was directed towards split ring resonator-type metamaterials, in which metallic patterns are printed both sides of a dielectric substrate. Incident light induces current in the patterns, which can lead to DNRI behaviour [8] . So-called fishnet structures have also been proposed, which guide incident light through metallic apertures; careful selection of aperture shape can cause the composite to behave as DNRI material [9, 10] . Another route to DNRI behaviour is via the Mie resonance of small, traditionally spherical, particles. A particle with sufficiently high permittivity will undergo both electric and magnetic resonances, though for a homogeneous particle, the frequencies at which these resonances occur are separate [11] . In order to achieve simultaneous electric and magnetic resonance, it has been proposed to use sublattices of spheres of different size and/or material [12] ; one lattice provides electric resonance, the other magnetic resonance.
It is this bi-lattice type of material which we will focus on, for a number of challenges remain before practical application can be found. Particularly, the requisite high-permittivity that the inclusions must possess greatly reduces the set of candidate materials that can be used. Materials such as BST [13] and TiO 2 [14] have been proposed for frequencies up to the low THz; Tellurium [15] and Si [16] have been proposed for higher (optical) frequencies. The permittivity of the these materials cannot be easily tuned, which greatly lessens the designer's freedom when designing applications. In addition, losses are typically inherent in these materials (equating to absorption of incident light), which greatly detracts from the practicality.
Here we propose a multiscale design technique which may be capable of overcoming the above difficulties. We show that the requisite high-permittivity materials can be produced by dispersing metallic (or otherwise conducting) nanoparticles into a common dielectric phase. Moreover, the permittivity is highly tunable via the topology and volume fraction of the nanoparticles, which if sufficiently conductive, will also eliminate material losses. We propose to then use this high-permittivity material as spherical inclusions on a larger scale. Two sets of spherical inclusions will be designed -one targeting electric resonance, the other magnetic, such that a composite with double-negative refractive index can be realized.
The Smaller Scale: Creating High-Permittivity Materials
In this section we demonstrate a method of producing high-permittivity material from quite mundane constituents. The Clausius-Mosotti relation gives a concise description of the effective permittivity of a composite comprised of spherical inclusions with permittivity i dispersed randomly in a host material with permittivity h :
where f , r and α (E) are the volume fraction, radius and electric polarizability of the inclusions, respectively. Now provided r is very small in comparison to the incident light wavelength, the electrostatic value of the polarizability can be used, and Eq. (1) reduces to the Maxwell-Garnett (M-G) formula:
The above has been shown to remain valid even up to very high values of f [17] , and although originally derived for spherical inclusions, we found via FEA simulation (using the theory of [18] ) that Eq. (2) gives excellent predictions for all triple-symmetric topologies (cubes, etc.) as well. Now in the case of conducting inclusions, we have h / i → 0, and sō
For the M-G theory to remain valid for conducting inclusions, the dimension must also be smaller than the skin depth. In practice, then, the inclusions must be nanoparticles. As an aside, we note that it is quite easy to show [19] that Eq. (3) remains valid in the case that the inclusions are not solid conductors; instead they could be dielectric particles coated in a thin layer of conducting material, which may be a way to decrease the cost of these materials. Figure 3 shows the effective permittivity achieved for a host material h = 2.3 (a typical dielectric) as the volume fraction of the conducting nanoparticles increases. As f increases beyond 0.7, packing density dictates that it would no longer be possible to use nanospheres for the inclusion topology, and more complicated topology such as nanocubes, or even a number of different nanosphere sizes, would need to be utilised. We note that the effective permittivity is entirely real (there is no lossy component).
The Larger Scale: Creating DNRI Material
In this section, we show how the high-permittivity material from Sec. 2 can be used to induce DNRI on a larger scale. The technique is to manufacture two sets of high-permittivity spheres, and distribute them into a host material (as per Fig. 1 ). The Clausius-Mosotti formula from before can be re-written for the case of two sets of spherical inclusions [19] :
We used , b and v in order to avoid confusion with the effective and host material permittivity, and volume fraction from Sec 2. Now in contrast to Sec. 2, we now assume that the inclusions are of sufficient size such that the electrostatic polarizability is no longer an adequate description. Doyle [20] suggested that the Mie theory could be utilised instead, such that
where x = √ b kr is the size parameter of the spheres (k is the incident light wavenumber). The parameter a 1 is the first Mie coefficient, which in a scattering sense corresponds to the electric dipole mode. Now substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) and rearranging, we get
where the effective permeability µ was derived from a similar analysis, though this time for the magnetic polarization [21] ; b 1 is the first Mie coefficient corresponding to the magnetic dipole mode. For the above to remain valid, the x j should remain low, as the theory assumes that the spheres act independently. The refractive index of the composite is retrieved as n = n + in = ± √ µ, with the requirement that for the passive materials considered,
As an illustrative example, consider two sets of spheres, each with r = 38 µm and v = 0.25, dispersed into a host medium with b = 1. If the permittivities of the spheres are such that 2 = 15, 1 = 29, then it can be calculated that the first set will provide magnetic resonance at the target frequency of 1 THz; the second will provide electric resonance. Using Sec. 2, the required permittivities can be realized using the dielectric-conductor nanoparticle mixture proposed, with nanoparticle volume fractions of 0.65 (which can be realised with closely-packed nanospheres) and 0.79 (can be realised with, for example, nanocubes). 
